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6 Synonyms

7 Imitation; Non-motor imitation; Observational
8 learning; Social learning

9 Definition

10 Cognitive imitation is a type of social learning;
11 specifically, a subtype of imitation that involves
12 copying abstract – inferred – rules rather than
13 observed – concrete – motor or oral responses.

14 Introduction

15 Cognitive imitation is typically contrasted with
16 other subtypes of imitation including, motor and
17 vocal or oral imitation. Like all forms of imitation,
18 cognitive imitation involves vicariously learning
19 and replicating specific abstract rules inferred
20 from observation. The main differenceAU2 between
21 cognitive and motor imitation, for example, is that
22 whereas in the typical imitation learning experi-
23 ment, subjects must copy representations of novel
24 responses or sequences of specific actions (novel

25motor imitation), and in a novel cognitive imita-
26tion paradigm, subjects have to learn and copy
27abstract representations or rules. In such a para-
28digm, while the actions themselves may be famil-
29iar (e.g., pressing a button), the rule organizing
30those actions is new.
31The following example illustrates the differ-
32ence between cognitive and motor imitation: Ima-
33gine someone overlooking someone’s shoulder
34and stealing their automated teller machine
35(ATM) password. As with all forms of imitation,
36in this example, the thief learns and successfully
37reproduces the observed sequence. The thief in
38our example, like most of us, presumably knows
39how to operate an ATM. As such, the actions
40associated with operating an ATM isn’t what the
41thief is learning (or copying). Instead, the thief is
42likely to learn and copy one of two abstract rules:
43spatial or cognitive. For example, the thief may
44learn and subsequently copy the following spatial
45rule: touch the button in the bottom left, followed
46by button on the bottom right, then the button in
47the top right, and finally the one in the middle.
48This would be an example of motor-spatial imita-
49tion, because the thief’s response is guided by an
50abstract spatial rule. Alternatively, the thief may
51ignore the spatial patterning of the observed
52responses and instead focus on the particular
53markings on buttons (i.e., numbers) that were
54touched, generating the following abstract numer-
55ical (cognitive) rule: 7-9-3-5. Vicariously learning
56and reproducing this response would be an exam-
57ple of cognitive imitation. Of course, this is not an
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58 ideal example because, in fact, unless you ask the
59 thief, you would not know if they used a spatial or
60 cognitive rule given that the numbers are in the
61 same location with every attempt. However, if the
62 numbers appeared in a new position every time
63 you tried to enter the password – the thief using a
64 cognitive rule would, nonetheless, reproduce the
65 target passwordAU3 .

66 Cognitive Imitation in Rhesus Monkeys

67 The term “cognitive imitation” was first intro-
68 duced by Subiaul and his colleagues (Subiaul
69 et al. 2004). In their original paper, they defined
70 cognitive imitation as “a type of observational
71 learning in which a naïve student copies an
72 expert’s use of a rule.” To isolate cognitive from
73 motor imitation, Subiaul and colleagues trained
74 two rhesus macaques to respond, in a prescribed
75 order, to different sets of photographs (serial lists)
76 that were displayed simultaneously on a touch-
77 sensitive monitor. The position of the photographs
78 varied randomly from trial to trial, preventing
79 subjects from learning a series of motor-spatial
80 responses (Terrace 2005). Both monkeys learned
81 new sequences more rapidly after observing an
82 expert monkey execute those sequences than
83 when they had to learn new sequences entirely
84 by trial and error. A microanalysis of each mon-
85 keys’ performance showed that each monkey
86 learned the order of two of the four photographs
87 faster than baseline levels. A second experiment
88 ruled out social facilitation as an explanation for
89 these results. A third experiment demonstrated
90 that monkeys did not learn when the computer
91 highlighted each picture in the correct sequence
92 in the absence of a monkey (“ghost control”),
93 which suggests that monkeys, in contrast to
94 human children (Hopper 2010; Subiaul et al.
95 2007, 2011), require an agent to motivate social
96 learning.

97Cognitive Versus Motor-Spatial
98Imitation

99Subiaul et al. (2012), using two computerized
100tasks that measure the learning of two abstract
101rules: cognitive rules (e.g., apple-boy-cat) and
102motor-spatial-based rules (e.g., up-down-right),
103have shown that there are important dissociations
104between the imitation of these two types of rules.
105Specifically, results have shown that while 3-year-
106olds successfully imitate cognitive rules, these
107same 3-year-olds fail to imitate motor-spatial
108rules (Subiaul et al. 2012). This dissociation is
109not because there is something inherently harder
110about learning spatial versus cognitive rules.
111A series of follow-up studies showed that
1123-year-olds correctly recall spatial rules learned
113by trial and error following a 30s delay (Exp. 2).
114This result demonstrates that 3-year-olds’ motor-
115spatial imitation problems are not due to difficulty
116learning new spatial rules in general. But perhaps,
1173-year-olds have a problem learning vicariously
118from a model. To test this hypothesis, a follow-up
119study had 3-year-olds observe a model correctly
120touch the first item (e.g., Top Right) in the
121sequence, but then skip the middle item (e.g., top
122left picture AU4) and, instead, touch the last item in the
123sequence (e.g., bottom left picture), resulting in an
124error. Upon making this error, the model said,
125“Whoops! That’s not right!” This highlighted
126that the error was unintentional. This is a goal
127emulation learning condition, as the child has to
128copy the model’s intended goal (top-right,
129bottom-left, top-left), rather than the observed
130(incorrect) response (top-right, top-left). In this
131study, 3-year-olds generated the intended (rather
132than the observed) sequence (Exp. 3). Three-year-
133old’s success in the goal emulation condition
134excludes the possibility that 3-year-olds’ motor-
135spatial imitation problem is due to difficulty vicar-
136iously learning (i.e., because of a lack of interest,
137failure to attend, problems inferring goals, etc.) a
138novel spatial rule from a model. Children’s
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139 success in the goal emulation condition suggests
140 that social learning may be achieved by social
141 reasoning (inferring goals) and causal inferences
142 (error detection), independently of any domain-
143 specific imitation learning mechanism.

144 Domain-Specificity in Imitation Learning

145 To further explore this dissociation between
146 cognitive- and motor-spatial imitations, Subiaul
147 et al. (2015) tested preschoolers (2–6 years) on a
148 variety of learning conditions using the cognitive
149 and motor-spatial tasks. Results demonstrated that
150 there was no significant relationship between imi-
151 tation in the cognitive and the motor-spatial task.
152 Analyses showed that only age predicted
153 improved imitation performance in each task.
154 Moreover, children’s ability to individually learn
155 in each task by trial and error did not predict their
156 ability to imitate those same rules in either task.
157 However, goal emulation in the motor-spatial task
158 did predict imitation learning in the same task.
159 This result is surprising because, children can
160 infer the spatial rules from a model’s error before
161 they can imitate spatial rules (Subiaul et al. 2012:
162 Exp. 3). The association between goal emulation
163 and imitation in the motor-spatial tasks suggests
164 that goal emulation scaffolds the development of
165 imitation in the motor-spatial domain, but criti-
166 cally, it does not seem to do so in the cognitive
167 domain. These patterns of results support the

168hypothesis that distinct cognitive processes under-
169lie cognitive versus motor-spatial imitation AU5.
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